
our story
we started bedrock sandals fresh 
out of geological field work jobs 
in northern california. 

we wanted to make a super simple, 
lightweight sandal that let us 
experience the outdoors nearly 
barefoot but with protection from 
the sharp stuff on the trail and in 
town. we launched a Kickstarter, 
grew slowly, kept making our 
sandals better, lived in vans and 
sailboats, thru hiked trails, and 
crafted our sandals to match our 
adventurous minimalist lifestyles. 

now after 5 years of R&D, we are 
proud to release our new world 
class outdoor sandal line. our 
cairn sandals come equiped with 
an exclusive sole design from 
vibram®, and a new, super-secure 
strap system, letting you go fur-
ther and freer than ever before. 



copperblacklight denim charcoaltrail blazer river runner

• exclusive regolith vibram® sole: sticky rubber 
ready to grip for years to come. 

• No-slip secure fit: Intelligent patent pending 
strap system with premium tubular webbing, 3 
adjustment zones, and our super comfy sole 
hugger wings. 

• minimalist design: conforms to your feet for 
superior ground feel and traction.  

• rock solid: premium components, bombproof 
construction, built in richmond, California. 

• cairn pro: available in vibram® megagrip s/s 17 

CAIRN TRAIL + RIVER FEATURES

14mm thick sole - 7.8 oz per size 9/10 sandal

get in touch
dan opz/ co-founder

dan@bedrocksandals.com

nick pence/ co-founder
nick@bedrocksandals.com

Matt McAdow/ marketing
Matt@bedrocksandals.com

each year we 
donate one 
percent of our 
sales to help 
conserve and 
restore the 
environment 
through 1% for 
the planet. 

bedrock sandals come 
with our rock solid 
warranty for the life-
time of their Vibram® 
soles. if the sandal 
sole or straps break 
during this time we will 
either repair or 
replace them for free.

we manufacture 
Bedrock sandals 
in the USA with 
quality outdoor-
tested materials 
to create minimal-
ist sandals that 
we live in, and 
stand behind 100%.

hitch
a ride
to the 
simple
side! BUILT IN
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